
482 THE WORLD BEFORE THE DELUGE.

expression, "the earth," or "all the earth" as it is translated in the

Vulgate, which might be implied to mean the entire globe, is ex

plained by Marcel de Serres, in a learned book entitled "La Cos

mogonie de MoIse," and other philologists, as being an inaccurate
translation. He has proved that the Hebrew word haarets, in

correctly translated "all the earth," is often used in the sense of

region or country, and that, in this instance, Moses used it to express
only the part of the globe which was then peopled, and not its entire
surface. In the same manner "f/ic mountains" (rendered "all the
mountains" in the Vulgate), only implies all the mountains known to
Moses. Similarly, M. Glaire, in the "Christomathie HbraIque,"
which he has placed at the end of his Grammar, quotes the passage
in this sense: The waters were so prodigiously increased, that the

highest mountains of the vast horizon were covered by them;" thus

restricting the mountains covered by the inundation to those bounded

by the horizon.

Nothing occurs, therefore, in the description given by Moses, to
hinder us from seeing in the Asiatic deluge a means made, use of by
God to chastise and punish the human race, then in the infancy of its
existence, and which had strayed from the path which he had marked
out for it. It seems to establish the countries lying at the foot of the

Caucasus as the cradle of the human race; and it seems to establish
also the upheaval of a chain of mountains, preceded by an eruption
of volcanic mud, which drowned vast territories entirely composed, in

these regions, of plains of great extent. Of this deluge many races
besides the Jews have preserved a tradition. Moses dates it from

1,500 to i,8oo years before the epoch in which he wrote. Berosus,

the Chaldean historian, who wrote at Babylon in the time of

Alexander, speaks of a universal deluge, the date 'of which he places

immediately before the reign of Belus, the father of Ninus.

The Vedas, or sacred books , of the Hindus, supposed to have

been composed about the same time as Genesis, that is, about

3,300 years ago, make out that the deluge occurred 1,500 years
before their time. The Gucbers speak of the same event as having
occurred about the same date.

Confucius, the celebrated Chinese philosopher and lawgiver, born

towards the year 551 before 'Christ, begins his history of China by

speaking of the Emperor named Jas, whom he represents as making
the waters flow back, which, being raised to the heavens, washed the

feet of the highest mountains, covered the less elevated hills, and

inundated the plains. Thus the. Biblical deluge (PLATE XXXIII.) is

confirmed in many respects; but it was local, like all phenomena of
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